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bstract

"This paper presents the competence readiness of the electrical engineering vocational high school teachers in
Manadotowards
ASEAN Economic Community blueprint in 2025. The objective of this study is to get the competencies
readiness description of the electrical engineering vocational high school teachers in Manado towards ASEAN
Economic Community blueprint in 2025. Method used quantitative and qualitative approach which the statistical
analysis in quantitative and the inductive analysis used in qualitative. There were 46 teachers of the electrical
engineering vocational high school in Manado observed. The results have shown that the competencies
readiness of the electrical engineering vocational high school teachers in Manado such as: pedagogical,
professional, personality, and social were 13.04%, 19.56%, 19.56%, and 19.56% respectively. The results were
still far from the focus of the ASEAN economic community blueprint in 2025, so they need to be improved
through in-house training, internship programs, school partnerships, distance learning, tiered training and
special training, short courses in educational institutions, internal coaching by schools, discussion of
educational issues, workshops, research and community service, textbook writing, learning media making, and
the creation of technology and art"
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"
There are five characteristics of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint 2025 that interrelated and
mutually reinforcing, such as: (i) A highly integrated and cohesive economy; (ii) A competitive, innovative, and
dynamic ASEAN; (iii) Enhanced connectivity and sectoral cooperation; (iv)A
resilient, inclusive, people-oriented, and people-centred ASEAN; and (v) A global ASEAN. Thesecha
racteristics support the vision for the AEC as envisaged in the ASEAN Community Vision 2025. The common
market launched in the AEC is the freedom of the factors of production to flow freely between countries, such
as capital and labour (Yudhawirawan, 2017). Tangkitvanich and Rattanakhamfu (2017) said that the ASEAN
has achieved very little in terms of promoting cross-border movement of labour. The opening up of unskilled
labour markets through Free Trade Area (FTA) would be a useful policy option, given the relative abundance of
unskilled labour in many ASEAN countries, but the AEC blueprint attempts to facilitate only the mobility of
skilled professionals, currently comprising just eight professions. However, the management of these
professionals is also problematic.In
donesia's readiness is urgently needed to face the AEC if it does not want Indonesia to become another
ASEAN country market (Prasetyo, 2015). Also, the free market of commodities and services will result in
foreign workers easily entering and working in Indonesia so increasingly tight labor competition in the field of
employment. Wuryandani (2014) and Setuju (2015) declared that one of the leading issues related to the
implementation of the AEC is the readiness of human resources who's reliable and competent. Implementation
strategies for enhancing national competitiveness and meeting AEC, namely: the development of labour
through increased competitiveness, competence, and productivity (Kresna,2015
). To achieve that, Vocational High School (SMK) teachers, especially electrical engineering, are needed to
have competencies that can produce unquestionable graduates. If teachers have undoubted competence then
allows graduate students to compete with the labour of the countries incorporated in ASEAN. A teacher said to
be competent when dominated four basic competencies, i.e. pedagogical competence, professional
competence, personality competence, and social competence (Indonesian Republic Regulations No. 14, 2005,
Indonesian Republic Government Regulation No. 19, 2005). The four competencies are not independent, but
interconnected and mutually influence each other and a hierarchical relationship, meaning they are mutually
based on one another-one competence underlying another (Saud, 2009).Me
thodsStudy
approachThe
quantitative and qualitative approach used to achieve the objectives of this study. Researchers as a primary
tool in filtering data and analyzed inductively that considered to be accurate to find the required data. The
collection of data on the competence of the electrical engineering vocationalhigh
school teachers in Manado requires as much information as possible. Any information given by thesubject of
study has not been a conclusion but is still a working hypothesis to find new questions which will become the
guidelines in the next interview or observation. The subjects of this study consist of 46 the electrical engineering
vocational high school teachers in Manado, North Sulawesi, Indonesia. There were four instruments for the
data collect. The instruments formed by a Likert scale questionnaire consisting of five alternative answers per
item. The questionnaire consisted of positive and negative items with the lowest one and the highest score
being five. For positive items answered strongly agree were given a score of five, agreed the score was four,
did not think the score of three, disagreed the score of two, and strongly disagreed the score of one. For
negative items were reversal the positive score items.Ped
agogical competence instrumentIndica
tors of the instrument i.e.: mastering the characteristics of learners; mastering the theoryand p
rinciples of learning; developing curriculum/designing learning; organizing educational learning; utilizing
information and communication technology for the benefit of learning; facilitating the development of potential
learners; communicating empathic and polite effectively with participants educate; organize and utilize the
evaluation; take action reflection. The items number of 180 with score number positive and negative sentences
of 90 respectively.Pro
fessional competence instrumentThe indicators of the instrument consist of: the importance of professional
competence;m
astering the material, the concept of structure and the scientific mindset; using information and communication
technology in improving the effectiveness of learning; utilizing the purpose to improve the quality of learning;
mastering philosophy, methodology, technical, and practical; self-

developmentand
professional performance; improve performance and commitment of community service. The items number of
140 and score number positive and negative sentences of 70 respectively.Perso
nality competence instrumentIndica
tors of this instrument have aspects: spirited educators and act according to prevailing norms; honest, be noble,
and to be exemplary; adult, stable, and authoritative; own a work ethic,resp
onsibility, and confidence. The items number of 80 with score number positive and negative sentences of 40
respectively.S
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ocial competence instrumentThe
indicators of this instrument such as: behave and act objectively; adapt to the environment;com
municate effectively; empathic and polite in communicating. The items number of 80 with score number positive
and negative sentences of 40 respectively.Data
analysisThe
all of data analysed by statistical with using the application program of SPSS 17 for achievement the objective
of this study. The start from making as: the instruments analysis, maximumand
minimum scores, average, deviation standard, variance, and the final, we conducted the frequency distribution
for decision in answer of this study problematic.Results and DiscussionThe
results of data analysis showed in Table 1-5. Table 1 shows the results shown such as:m
aximum and minimum scores, average, deviation standard, variant, modus, and median. We can see that the
value differences between personality competence and social competence to the others are small.Table
1. The Results of statistical Analysis by Questioner Data Collect to the Electrical Engineering Vocational High
School Teachers in Manado on the Competencies Consisting Pedagogical (X1), Professional (X2), Personality
(X3), and Social (X4)No
Values
X
1X
2X
3X
41
Max
imum796
632
347
372
2
Min
imum294
215
156
148
3
Average
520
.5420
251
256
.84
Deviation
standard160
119
58
63
5
Variant
256
00141
613364
3969
6
Mo
dus626
.7490
170
320
7
Median
529
519
255
320
Table
2 shows that there were 13.04 % or 6 teachers which showed good in the pedagogical competence, 24
teachers (52.18 %) showed enough, and poor of 16 teachers (34.78 %). The meaning that the teachers need to
improve competence such as mastering the characteristics of learners, mastering the theory and principles of
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learning, developing curriculum/designing learning, organizing educational learning, utilizing information and
communication technology for the benefit of learning, facilitating the development of potential learners,
communicating empathic and polite effectively with participants educate, organize and utilize the evaluation,
and take action reflection. The improvement through in- house training (IHT), short courses, further study,
learning workshop, internship program, research and community service, textbooks writing, and making of
learning media. Febrianis et al (2014) are suggested IHT, specific training, and short courses as effective
training methods to improve pedagogical competence of the natural science teachers. Also, Syahruddin et al
(2013) described that teachers' pedagogical competence through independent learning, workshops, further
studies, and group discussions".Table
2. The Relative Frequency to the Electrical Engineering Vocational High School Teachers in Manado on /w:t
/w:r w:
the Pedagogical Competence (X1) No /w:t Class interval /w:t Absolute frequency Relative frequ

ency (%) 1
16
1 - 2800
0.00
2
28
1 - 40016
34
.783
401
- 5206
13
.054
521
- 64018
39
.135
64
1 - 7606
13
.046
76
1 - 8800
0.00
T
o t a l46
100
.00Table
3. Description

of The Relative Frequency to the Electrical Engineering Vocational High School (VHS) Teachers in Manado on
the Professional Competence (X2)No
Clas

s
intervalAbs
olute frequencyRelati
ve frequency (%)1
64 - 1820
0
.002
183
- 3018
17
.393
302
- 42018
39
.144
421
- 53911
23
.915
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540
- 6589
19
.566
659
- 7770

0
.00Total
46
100,

"
Table 3 shows that there were 19.56 % or 9 teachers which showed good in the professional competence, 29
teachers (63.05 %) showed enough, and poor of 8 teachers (34.78 %). The results showed that the
professional competence is still need improved through the importance of professional competence, mastering
as the material, the concept of structure and the scientific mindset, using information and communication
technology in improving the effectiveness of learning, utilizing the purpose to improve the quality of learning,
mastering as philosophy, methodology, technical, and practical, self-development and professional
performance, and improve performance and commitment of community service. In order to increase that
competence then we have to conduct: training in institutions and industries, school partnerships, internship
program, gradual and special training, workshop in learning and teaching, research and community service,
creation of the technology and art. Oluremi (2015) found that the strategies to improve the professional
competence, must conducted by the Government and Teachers Organizations. The Government must to
improve the full professional teachers through the Nigerian Certificate in Education, Post-Graduate Diploma in
Education or a Bachelor's degree in education. The teachers' organizations have to develop professionals such
as teaching, codes of ethics, culture and refrain from unethical values, cooperative with the government to staff
development programmes as in-service education, on-the-job training, workshops, seminars, conferences, and
vacation programmes for teachers.The
re were 19.56 % or 9 teachers which showed good in the personality competence, 27 teachers (58.70 %)
showed enough, and poor of 10 teachers (21.74 %). The results are still far from expectations, so we need to
be improving aspects such as: spirited educators and act according to prevailing norms, honest, be noble, and
to be exemplary, adult, stable, and authoritative, own a work ethic, responsibility, and confidence. The activities
can be done as follows: mental and spiritual coaching from principals (internal coaching and religious activities),
IHT, school partnerships, internship program, and discussion of educational issues. The effect of personality
values of principal influence on work attitude, work quality, and work communication of teachers at school
(Settaraming et al, 2012, Settaraming and Rahman,2014,
Asri and Tahir, 2015).Table
4. The Relative Frequency to the Electrical Engineering Vocational High School Teachers in Manado on the
Personality Competence"

(X3)No
Cla

ss
intervalAbs
olute frequencyRelati
ve frequency (%)1
78
- 1350
0
.002
136
- 19310
21
.743
194
- 25112
26
.094
2
52 - 30915
32
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.615
310
- 3679
19
.566
368
- 4250
0
.00Total
46
.0100
.00Table
5. Description

of The Relative Frequency to the Electrical Engineering VHS Teachers in Manado City on the Social
Competence (X4)No
Clas

s
intervalAbs
olute frequencyRelati
ve frequency (%)1
69
- 1310
0
.002
132
- 1949
19
.563
195
- 25714
30
.444
258
- 32014
30
.445
321
- 3839
19
.566
384
- 4460

0
.00Total
46
100

"
Table 5 shows that 19.56 % or 9 teachers in the social competence were showed good, 28 teachers (60.66 %)
were showed enough, and 9 teachers (19.56 %) were showed poor. The teachers were seen to be lacking in
aspects such as: behave and act objectively, adapt to the environment, communicate effectively, and empathic
and polite in communicating. The aspects need to improve through activities as IHT, training in institutions and
industries, school partnerships, internship program, open and distance learning (ODL), gradual and special
training, workshop in communication, mental and spiritual coaching from headmaster (internal coaching and
religious activities), discussion of educational issues, to conduct research and community service. Huda (2015)
concluded that ODL can be to improve the social competence of agricultural extension workers.The
results in table 3-5 were still far from the focus of the ASEAN economic community blueprint on 2025, so the
electrical engineering vocational high school teachers in Manado need to be improved through IHT, internship
programs, school partnerships, open and distance learning, tiered training and specialtra
ining, short courses in educational institutions, internal coaching by schools, discussion of educationalissues,
workshops, research and community service, textbooks writing, learning media making, and the creation of
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technology and art.Conclusions
The
competencies readiness of the electrical engineering vocational high school teachers such as: pedagogical,
professional, personality, and social were 13.04%, 19.56%, 19.56%, and 19.56% respectively. The results were
still far from the focus of the ASEAN economic community, so they needto
be improved through in-house training, internship programs, school partnerships, open and distancel
earning, tiered training and special training, short courses in educational institutions, internal coaching by
schools, discussion of educational issues, workshops, research and community service, textbook writing,
learning media making, and the creation of technology and art.Ackno
wledgementThe
authors are grateful to Director of Postgraduate Program in Universitas Negeri Malang, Head ofV
ocational Education Study Program, and Headmasters and Teachers of Vocational High School inM
anado which are given supports and permits in this research"
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